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The paper discusse::; the use of local plant resources for devc•lopin~ 111t,,:grau<l Hve~rock, 
cereal producing fanning systen1s using pastures of annual legu111es. T't-1E- di·~,Lussior1 center~ on 
north·\Yt:stcrn Syria ,vhich is considered typical. in n1any respects, of the hi).'.,h ~~!evaLion areas of 
Syria. Iraq, ]Prdan, Tunisia. Algeria. and \1orocco. 

Local resources are considered USl:ful because there i~ a good ch<:lrKe that they \ViU be 
adapted to local conditions. ,;\dapted in the sense ui annual h.~Run1e pa~:;iLH {~::- 1 1neans abk· to 
reproduce in sufficient numbers to forrn dense S\Vards, The adaptability of \\'ild po;.;ulations is 
discussed. particularly of natural pastures. and it is shown that \'ery clc·li, ate r,·1atim1ships 
between plant genotypes and micro-envirnnmenb can evoh·e. Even where na,ive p.1sture speciPs 
are unavt1ilab1e, as in .Australi,L the n1of:t successful cultlvars have originated frcn1 exutic flora 
which haYe become naturalized. 

~fhe plant resources of northern Syria are briefly de~crHx'cL It is noted rhd.L td coni.n-1ercia1 
annual Jegun1es, very fev-v arc widespread. Instead the legun1inous flora is don:inc.rt•d iYy A.fedicage 
rigidula, Jf J:bulyrnorpha. Al. orbicularis and seYeral s1nall-seeded annual ck), ':rs ( I,)i:,lizca;i ~,pp.i. 
In small plots near Aleppo, !vi. rigidula in particular, is very producth,e. and M. ro/ata, ,\1. 
blanchmm:. and 111. arniwta, also native ro the Region, show pr,imise. 

Detailed studies nf gn,wth rates uf JI. rigidula indicate that it is a,, producti1 t iu nurthern 
Syria as subterranean clover ( T. sub/( rn1112z,m) is in Australia. Growth r dtes of more than 150 
kg 1ha have been recorded in spring. !ts adaptability comprises at least two constituents, diseast' 
resistance, and ability to form a symbiotic relationship with local rhimbia. However it 
originated in permanent grazing land and forest, and i,; therefore not necessarily adctpted lO an 
integrated livestock 1cereal producing farming system. Evidence from lrnq. which shows that 
Australian cultivarn. selected frnm within such a farming system, arc better adapted to the 
system than local material. is produced. lt is concluded that the best adapted pasture legumes 
will be local material which has undergone selecti0n within lhe farming ~ystem in which it will 
ultimately be used. 

Introduction 

The theme of this paper is that local plant resources, where available, are more likely to 
provide adapted pasture plants than imported cultivars. It will center on the attempt being 
made at ICARDA to introduce an integrated livestock/cereal farming system, based on 
self-regenerating pastures, to Syria, and other countries in the Middle East and North Africa. 

Agriculture in Syria is typical of North Africa, Jordan, and Iraq. Livestock are an 
important component of agriculture comprising nearly 50% of its total value. They are 
produced using by-products of cereals, grazing of non arable lands and weedy fallows, and 
feeding of concentrates, the latter often comprising cereal grain produced (>11 the farm itself. 
However livestock and cereal production are not completely integrated in that often the 
owners of livestock do not own the land from which cereals are produced. 

The model for an integrated livestock/cereal producing system is that of southern 
Australia. In this system \Veedy fallows are replaced by self-regenerating pastures of, most 
commonly, subterranean clover ( Trifo!ium subterraneum) or barrel medic (Jfeclicago 
tnmcatu/.a). In the year of first smving they set sufficient seed to re-establish naturally in vvhat 

* Program Leader. Pasture. Forage and Livestock Program, International Centre· fot J\g-ric-ultural RPsearch 
in the Dry Areas (!CARDA), Aleppo, Syria. 
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becomes the pasture phase of a cereal/pasture rotation. The herbage is harvested directly by 
grazing animals, usually sheep. which are maintained either on the pastures themselves, or on 
cereal stubbles, for the whole of the year. The pastures also fix sufficient nitrogen to 
eliminate the need to apply nitrogenous fertilizers to the cereal phase. The system has 
increased livestock numbers fourfold and doubled cereal production since its introduction to 
Australia about 30 years ago (Webber et al., 1976). Clearly a \Vorthwhile objective is to 
introduce such a system to the North Africa and Middle East Regions. 

However direct transfer of the system has proved difficult. One reason has been the poor 
adaptation of Australian cultivars to the soils and climate of the Region. Adaptation is of 
special significance to plants which must. like weeds, become naturalized in the farmer's 
fields. Use of poorly adapted pasture plants is far more likely to lead to total failure than use 
of say, a poorly adapted cereal. 

Since medics and clovers are natives of the Region (Heyn, 1963; Hossain, 1961) local 
species are of great interest in the development of the pasture system. At Tel Hadya, near 
Aleppo, in northern Syria, a large collection of annual legumes has been evaluated. This 
paper briefly outlines the plant resources, presents some early results, and discusses some of 
the methods being used to evaluate the new genotypes. 

Theoretical aspects 

There are two theoretical aspects to be briefly considered: firstly the close relationship 
between adaptability (or ability to survive) and agronomic performance; and secondly the 
nature of adaptability in wild populations. 

It is not always recognized that, in pastures, productivity is most strongly influenced by 
plant population. For example Donald's (1976) opinion that plants with ability to survive will 
differ in their features from plants of agronomic value goes too far: they may differ, 
especially in the presence of toxic compounds, but if a plant produces large numbers of 
germinable seeds (in annual pastures), or maintains high populations of living plants (in 
perennial pastures), then the chances are that it will also be the most productive. 

At Tel Hadya the effect of plant population is best illustrated by the development of leaf 
area index (LAI) in pastures of M. rigidula. It is well known that LAI determines crop growth 
rate, low values of LAI limiting growth by limiting the pasture's ability to intercept light (i.e. 
Black, 1963 ). Maximum growth rate is achieved at LAI values rif between 3 and 5, 
depending on the intensity of solar radiation. The data in Fig. 1 indicate that such values were 
reached 6 weeks earlier in a pasture sown at 512 kg/ha than in a pasture sown at 16 kg/ha. 
This was reflected in a difference in yield of 2.9 ton/ha, compared with only 0.6 ton/ha 
between the best and worst cultivars in the same experiment. The data show, most strikingly, 
the strong relationship between population, and hence adaptability, and yield. That 512 kg/ 
ha is not an unreasonably high smving rate is indicated in Table 1, which shows seed yields 
of the best genotypes of seven medic species at Tel Hadya. 

We turn now to the nature of adaptability in wild populations. The most striking features 
of wild populations are firstly that they vary from place to place, and secondly that they are 
diverse, even within local communities.Often the diversity is a manifestation of spatial change 
in micro·environment: when this is not so it may be a manifestation of temporal change. In 
either event it indicates close adaptation to local environments. 

That this occurs in pastures is also known. Perhaps the best example is that where 
Agrostis tenuis developed resistance to what for other plants would be toxic levels of lead, 
copper, and zinc. Resistant and susceptible populations were found within meters of each 
other, even in the absence of a barrier to gene flow, depending on the heavy metal content 
of the soil (Jain and Bradshaw, 1966). An even more delicate relationship between plant and 
micro-environment was observed by Turkington (quoted by Harper, 1976) who found that 
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Fig. l The development of leaf area index during the winter and spring of swards of M. rigidula 
sown at 16 kg/ha (solid line) and 512 kg/ha (broken line), at Tel Hadya, 1984. 

Table 1 Seed yields of the best genotypes of six wild medic 
species and M. truncatula at Tel Hadya, 1982/83* 

Species 
M. rotata 
M. rigidula 
M. aculeata 
M. turbinata 
M. blancheana 
M. noeana 
M. tnmcatula 

Seed yield (kg/ha) 
1,581 
1,178 
1,160 

936 
922 
915 
615 

* Data of Dr. A.A. l\foneim (unpublished) 

different races of white clover (Tri/olium repens) were adapted to grmving with different 
perennial grasses as neighbors. With such fine balance it is hardly surprising that local 
ecotypes have more potential value than imported cultivars in any ne,v locality: the greater 
the difference bet,veen the new locality and the environment from which the cultivar 
originated the greater the likelihood that local ecotypes will be of value. 

In some cases it is impossible to use local resources. A good example is Australia itself, 
which has no native legumes of value as pasture plants (Donalds, 1970). In southern Australia 
several species have been domesticated of which the two mentioned earlier, subterranean 
clover and barrel medic, are of greatest importance. In both cases the most successful 
cultivars were drawn from naturalized populations which had passed through many 
generations (at least 40 for subterranean clover and perhaps 60 for barrel medic) of natural 
selection in their new environment. In northern Australia, it was only by very carefully 
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matching the Australian and native habitats tiiat :,ucct•s:,iul cultivars of St)iusa;,tftes spp. 
were identified (Burt et al 1980) 

F ortunate]y Syria has a rich legrnniwlus flora from which I(, dra\Y adapted plants. 

Plant resources of northern Syria 

Syria is close to the center of diversity of many annual legumes. To sample this diYersity. 
and relate it to erwironment. annual legumes were collected at :i.\ sites betvveen the Syrian 
desert and the Mediterranean Sea. i\ total of 33 species vvere collected (Table 2) of 'khich H 
were medics and 11 vvere clovers. Of the medics three species were widespread: M. rigiduia 
was found at 30 sites, M. pulymorphn at 2'.1 sites, and M. orbicu!aris at 21 sites. Together these 
species were present at all hut 11 sites: of the latter. five were occupied by M. rotnto alcme, 
and medics were absent from four. Environmental conditions are summarized in Table :t 

Of the less common medics it was noteworthv that M. minima (11 sites) and M. ,enstricta 
(S sites) were usually accompanied by lvf. rigidula and not by either .H. p1,£mu11pha nr Jf. 
orbicularis. M. rotafa was restricted to soiis low in organic matter and free calcium carbonate: 
in fact to black soils developed from basalt. Otherwise there were no consistent effects of soil 
type on distribution, even amongst clovers, many of which are not considered to inhabit 
alkaline soils. Rainfall had greater effect. with flowering time of several species (out n:1t all/ 
being related to total rainfall (for example M. orbicularis in Fig. 2). 

Table 2 List of annual legume species found in a survey of 
grazing lands between the Syrian desert and the 
Mediterranean Sea in September/October 1983 

:'vledicago pofrmo1pha 
11'1. orbicularis 

T. subtcrraneum subsp. s11bt£r,ano1m 
T. scu!atum 

M rigidula 
M. rota/a 
J,f, blnnchmna 
M. arnleata 
M. conslricta 
lvl. sczde!lata 
M. miilima 

T. campcstre 
T argutum 
T stellatmn 
T. />ilulare 
T. smbrum 
T resuj1inatmn 
T. clzaleri 

J;J. intertcxta H_yme.1wcmpus cirdnnatus 
Jf. trzmcatula Astmf[alus hamosus 
l'vl. radiala Onobrychis cris-gal!i 
M. corona/a Sco1piums muricatus 
M. turbinata Hippoaef>is 11nisi!ij,r11osa 
Trifolium tomrnlosum Trif{onel!a monspeliensis 
T. clusii T coclcsyriaca 
T. subterrancum subsp. bmchycalycimnn 

Table 3 Some characteristics of the environments at which annual 
legume species were collected in western Syria 

Rainfall pH CaCO, Conductivity Organic matter 
(mm) (%) (m mhos!mll 0/ 

/0 
"-----. ·-----~---

Maximum 1,200 8.5 77 11.3 8.8 
Mean 460 7.9 23 1. 6 3.8 
Minimum 250 7.0 3.2 0.6 () 9 

--· s ------~--~ 
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Fig. 2 The relationship between flowering time (number of days after January 1st at which 
flowering began) and rainfall (mm) at the site at which eeotypes of M. orbicularis were 
collected (all sites were in western Syria). The two variables were significantly related 
(P< 0.001), and variation in rainfall accounted for 76'\, of the variation in flowering time. 

Although the relationship between distribution and environment is not clear one point 
stands out: the commercial Australian species are not strongly represented. Thus barrel 
:uedic and subterranean cloYer were found at only two and six sites respectively. Of the other 
commercial medic species /tl. sm!ellata was found twice, while M. rugosa, and M. littoralis 
\Vere absent. 

At Tel Had~·a lvl. rigidula is the most promising species in terms of herbage and seed 
yield. M. l()fata also shows promise, as do lvf. blanclzama and ;'vi. ,zot!eata. M. t,u~l'lnorjJ/l(l has 
been disappointing but is known to perform well at nearby sites: for example a natural stand 
produced Li ton; ha of herbage and :):;O kg 'ha of seed in a year of exceptionally low rainfall. 
Jf. polymurpha is widely naturalized in Australia too, and two cultivars yvere registered 
recently (l\fackay, 1981). one of which. Circle Valley i;-: likely to be widely used. ilI orbicularis 
has not been extensively tested. 

It should be noted that similar flora exists ic most of the l\1editerrane,1n basin. A good 
example is the great diversity amung subterrane;m clover present in Sardinia (Piano et al.. 
191i2). 

Primary productivity of local and imported species 

The carrying capacity of pastures in rviediterranean climates depends on \vinter growth, 
and the production of sufficient excess in spring for the summer grazing of dry residues. 
Compared with Australia. North Syria (also Iraq and parts of North Africa) experience much 
colder \Vinters: the mean January temperature at both Aleppo and Mosul is 5'C compared 
with mean July temperatures of 11 and 13C at .Adelaide and Perth respectively. Use of local 
resources mav be a method of increasing winter oroduction. 

As was discussed earlier plant population 1vill influence yield most strong!>'., and genetic 
differences are likely to be of lesser importance. However Rad,\'an et rd. (1978), considered 
that the cold winters of Mosul were such as to restrict the growth of eight Australian 
cultivars compared with ecotypes of iv!. j)o/ymorpha and M. orbicularis. Sowing rates 'Were 
not equal in their valuable experiments nor was herbage production measured on a seasonal 
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basis. It seems therefore of great interest to compare seasonal <Tn .. rn·n of local material with 
a vvidely adapted imported cultivar, on a systematic basis. 

Such an experiment was conducted at Tel Hadya. The genotypes chosen were I'v!. 
trzmcatula cv. Jemalong, the most popular Australian barrel medic, and a north Syrian 
selection of M. rigidula. Seasonal growth was estimated from the relationship between 12 
sowing rates and herbage yield at two-week intervals from December until April, when 
drought prevented further growth. Fig. 3 shows that although barrel medic was able to grow 
slightly faster during winter (in February it grew at 76 kg/ha compared with M. rigidula at 
51 kg/ha/day) M. rigidula was able to maintain its growth rate throughout the season. Total 
yield of M. rigidula was 10.3 ton/ha, compared with 7.4 ton/ha for barrel medic. The 
difference appeared to be due to the susceptibility of barrel medic to Phuma medicaginis 
(spring blackleg), a common fungus disease of foliage to which M. rigidula is resistant (0. 
Mamluk, personal communication). 

The important point is that at similar densities, local ecotypes are at least as productive 
as imported cultivars and, due to disease resistance in this case, may be more so. Indeed 
growth rates of M. rigidula at Tel Hadya were comparable with the very high rates achieved 
by Cocks (1974) with subterranean clover in South Australia. 

Biological nitrogen fixation 

Biological nitrogen fixation is central to using integrated cereal/livestock farming 
systems. The increase in cereal production of southern Australia, referred to earlier, is a 
direct result of the nitrogen fixing capacity of annual legumes. Estimates of the amount of 
nitrogen fixed vary from 30 kg/ha/year to perhaps 230 kg/ha/year depending on rainfall and 
length of period of measurements (Puckridge and French, 1983). While this nitrogen is 
available to subsequent cereals it is important to remember that the pasture itself also 
depends on nitrogen fixation. For example yield of pure grass at Tel Hadya seldom exceeds 
3 ton/ha compared with that of 5-10 ton/ha of most legumes. 
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Fig. 3 Growth rate (kg/ha /day) during winter and spring of swards of M. rigidula, a local 
species (broken line), and M. truncatula, an imported species (solid line), at Tel Hadya, 
1984. 
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Because medics and clovers are natives it has been easy to assume that effective rhizobia 
live in Middle East soils. On the face of it rhizobia genotypes seem more widely adaptable 
than their hosts: for example in Australia one strain is now used for all medics in all 
locations. Clearly it is important that adapted rhizobia are present, since without them annual 
legumes will fail, even those otherwise well adapted. However it is becoming clear that, for 
the Australian cultivars at least, agronomists cannot rely on the native population. In both 
Iraq (P. S. Cocks, unpublished) and Jordan (B. C. Bull, personal communication) significant 
responses to inoculation have been observed. Of interest was the ineffectiveness of strain U 
45 until recently the only commercial strain, on all medics in Iraq. 

However results in Syria suggest that the medics collected locally are far less likely to 
require inoculation than the Australian cultivars. Table 4 shows the response at Tel Hadya 
of M. rigidula compared with barrel and snail medics to inoculation with CC 169, the 
commercial strain, and WSM 244, a strain isolated in Iraq (D. Chatel, personal 

Table 4 The response of three medic species, one local (M. 
rigidula), and two introduced from Australia (M. 
truncatula and M. scute/lata) to inoculation with two 
strains of Rhizobium mefiloti (log 10 mg of plant 
weight) 

l'vf. rigidula 
,M. truncatula 
M. scutellala 

LSD (P<0.05) 0.19 
(p<0.01) 0.27 

Nil 

l. 33 
0.35 
0.66 

Rhizobium strains 

cc 169 

1.41 
0.53 
l. 30 

WSM 244 

1.40 
0.70 
1.16 

communication). Both cultivars responded strongly, but not so the local ecotype. Note also 
the interaction between medic species and strain of rhizobia. 

Adaptation to specific farming systems 

So far, in discussing the use of local ecotypes, we have looked at the performance of local 
and introduced ecotypes in situations removed from real farming practice. In theory, we 
argued that ecotypes which had evolved in any environment were likely to be the best 
adapted to the environment. In practice we looked at herbage and seed production in small 
plots, and considered the effect of disease and the presence or absence of adapted rhizobia. 
But it is important to remember that local material will be used in very different 
environments from their native habitat. For example, in Syria, our local ecotypes have been 
drawn from uncultivated grazing land, or from protected forests. A farm, where a crop is 
sown in alternate years, where the soil is tilled to a depth of 5-10 cm, and where grazing may 
be intense, places new selection pressures on the local material. 

Very little work has been done on this aspect. However some data are available from an 
experiment in Iraq* where a mixture of 237 genotypes comprising 6 genera and 48 species 
was sown in a rotation of pasture/cereal/pasture. At the end of each year the seed population 

* A project sponsored by the Iraqi Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform and managed by the South 
Australian Department of Agriculture. 
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vvas sarnpled and t5Je ~::urvi·vin.g ger1.ctypes iclentifi.ed by gern1inat.ing the seed:s and grtnving the 
plants in nursery ro\YS. ··r-he results are of great intere~c In the year of ~;~O\Yinrr year of good 
rainfall where the paE:;ture \\·as .ly gra:tedr Jf. orb/t-u!o:ris. a local spe·c . .ics, ,;,v-cis dorninant. 
co1npr1sing rncre t:han fl\7t:" thnes its original proportion of the population. 1-\.fter the second 
year, \Vhen 1ne<llc grerv ;-ts a \:\'f:ccl arn_(rngst tt1c1 \V-l1E~at J1. / 1o!J·1noJ'fJha., .anotl.K~r local specie~;;, 
was easily Che mo:;1 sucCl':-<,ful. :;,.;!_ in 11,r· fi11<1l /ear. a -very dr:, year 1-,,,,u!Lin),.[ in intense 
grazing. J:I. trunca!ula,. ver:i rare ir1 ernerged as the njost ~~~uccessful species. 
Furthermore, the Australian cdtiYars, then,,:dyes ,he rec;ult of natun;l scle,:tion i,~ simil;=ir 
systems, we,e the rn,,st f,t:quent genotype"•;;_ 

While it may ultimately be possible to find characters c,ble to predict sm viYaL ;:it present 
there seems no short cut for selectini;( ph,nb adapted to specific fannini;; systems. Fc,r 
example Rossiter {l 97'1) studieri the smYi\·al of subterranean do\·er ,0,trains in pasture 
continousl\• grazer\ for '>J ye;1rs, and fnund ,haL 1wne of th,, accepted ,:haractns (seed size, 
petiole le11gth, hardseeded11ess. <lise::-~sc su~.~ce:ptibilit:,· 1 and so on) had :~i;?nificant ht:aring on 
survival. Cucl-::s el (,), (1982)~ in their study of £:_} st.rains •Jf subterranean clover -\\'ere ab.le to 
link suP.-ival for 19 year",; witl'". ahilitv to bm·:,· seecb, wint::r growth. :::n•:l pre~;t:nce "r :i toxin 
\Vhich rnay affect paJatabilit}\ but recognized tha.t the high likc:lH1ood ui character -,;( site 
interactions for thjs re1ati·vely sirnple systeIYL continous grazing, \Yould 1nak::e selection on the 
basis of rhese chclfacter s. ha?:~' ,-jow< 

-rhese results do not i1r1ply t h2,t ioc;?d ecoty·JY?S ar·.:: inferior, simply that n1ust be 
selected in conditions ;1.:; close a~; tr~ real life,. T'hc:r-ef,)re .I ·v.-ould like t() suggest that 
the most :1pprc,priate 1nclhod cuH J\/3TS. at 1t":'<-~st in is that of 
selecting the rnost persistent: fron1 111.a.rn- c:andicL~ltes JJossib.lei Jn. the -fasn1ing ::~y·sten) and 
en\'··ironrnent fo.t vvhich they inter~de(L \.~ -cnir· this C<>ntent 1t is 1.ter:, Jik:ely th;1t nevv~ 
cult.ivars 1,vill be of Joca"t origin. 

1; Black, J. N, J ne interrelati::'- ·ship so10r radia,t.io1_1, and i.e;-tf are-~t index in 
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Discussion 

Jayawardana, A. B. P. (Sri Lankai: \Vas the yield of liJUha. year obtained in one of th,, local 
Meclirn{!o species ,vith or without soil amendments? 

1-\.ns;ver: \\'e used only ,101,g P 2O5 iha as well as seed inoculation with Rlzizohi11111. It is verr 
important that super-phosphates are applied in the arid areas of the Middle East and 
North Africa where a deficiency in phosphorus is often observed. 

Chen, C. P. (I\falaysia): Do you consider that the poor adaptation in the l\Eddle fa1st of 
species introduced from Australia can he ascribed to differences in the soil conditions 
or habitat as well as management? 

Answer: The differences were presumably due to the resistance to diseases and problems 
related to the lack of adapted rhizobia. Also the farming S\'S1ems in the Middle East 
differ from those in Australia. 

Chen, C. P. (:'.lalaysia). Comment: \.Ye should definitelv place emphasi'.,: on the local resources 
of forage crops. 


